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SILVER SERMON
----------------------------------------I started in this business in the year 1956. After living with and through 61 years of stock and commodity
market movements I can tell you this with absolute certainty; “A bull market in silver will be tested all the
way to the top and some of the tests will be vicious!” So, instead of living with fear the thing to do is…
Click Here
Look for the Silver Lining

It is absolutely normal that the first big test would occur when a major trend line is broken to the upside!
SILVER WEEKLY
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Every Delta Long Term (LTD) turning point has arrived within Mother Nature’s
allotted time span. The next LTD is # 4 high. It is due to arrive February 14, 2018 (2/14/2018).
Money is flowing into silver when the red MFI line is moving down! Money is flowing out of
silver when the MFI line is moving up!
SILVER MONTHLY
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If you closely examine the Running Flat Correction that took place in silver and compare it to the
illustration of a Running Flat Correction you will see that it is perfection. The C leg bottomed exactly
where it should have bottomed. It should have bottomed slightly above the A leg bottom. That is exactly
what the C leg did. This fact reinforces my opinion that the following quote describes with accuracy
exactly why silver will be undergoing a huge and I mean HUGE bull move to the ultimate top.

“The forces in the direction of the larger trend are so powerful that the
pattern becomes skewed in that direction.”
E. W. P.
Running Flat Correction

SILVER QUARTERLY
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This yearly logarithmic silver chart is clearly repeating its dynamically bullish pattern from the
1970’s silver bull market. A return to the upper trend line would be a fitting end to this current
silver bull market.
When it comes to this current bull market in silver, fear, anxiety, and panic will be the enemy.
P. S. there would never be a bull market in silver if FEAR, ANXIETY AND PANIC did not
show up on time. What their presence reinforces, with vigor, is the fact that our dynamic silver
bull is alive and well!

You Made Me Love You

I'm Sitting on Top of the World

SILVER YEARLY LOGARITHMIC
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There would never be a bull market in silver if
Fear, Anxiety and Panic did not show up on time.
https://www.deltasociety.com/content/ron-rosen-precious-metals-timing-letter

MIGHTY IN SPIRIT

Disclaimer: The contents of this letter represent the opinions of Ronald L. Rosen. Nothing
contained herein is intended as investment advice or recommendations for specific investment
decisions, and you should not rely on it as such. Ronald L. Rosen is not a registered investment
advisor. Information and analysis above are derived from sources and using methods believed to be
reliable, but Ronald L. Rosen cannot accept responsibility for any trading losses you may incur as a
result of your reliance on this analysis and will not be held liable for the consequence of reliance
upon any opinion or statement contained herein or any omission. Individuals should consult with
their broker and personal financial advisors before engaging in any trading activities. Do your own
due diligence regarding personal investment decisions.
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